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Fifty tasty doughnut recipes from the beloved Seattle chain that are easier to make at home than
you think—no deep fryer needed.Among enthusiasts, Seattle’s Top Pot Doughnuts reigns
supreme. Now, doughnut aficionados everywhere can enjoy these tasty treats at home.
Committed bakers, casual home cooks, and sweet-toothed fans will eat up these fifty tried-and-
true recipes, from classic Old-Fashioneds to the signature Pink Feather Boa. They’ll also
become experts themselves after learning the secrets of doughnut-making tools, terms, and
techniques (no, you don’t need a deep fryer). And the selections of toppings and glazes, from
chocolate to lavender? That’s just icing on the doughnut.

About the AuthorMark and Michael Klebeck are construction guys turned entrepreneurs who
opened Top Pot Doughnuts in 2002. They live in Seattle.Jess Thomson is a Seattle-based
blogger and freelance writer.Scott Pitts is a Seattle-based photographer. --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.
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bakers or pastry chefs before we started Top Pot Doughnuts—just two brothers who liked a
good business plan and the occasional Monday morning doughnut. Over the years, along with
our team of bakers, we’ve developed the doughnuts Top Pot has made famous. In this book,
we’ve collected all the knowledge we’ve amassed—doughnut-making tips and tricks, the best
classic flavor combinations, and ideas for outside-the-box doughnuts—and translated it into
recipes designed with the home cook in mind. From traditional spiced and devil’s food cake
doughnuts to yeast-raised and old-fashioned ones, with variations for bars, bismarks, twists, and
fritters, Top Pot Hand-Forged Doughnuts passes our recipes on.TOP POT: A BRIEF HISTORYAt



Top Pot, we make about 1.3 million doughnuts every week. In rough numbers, that’s enough
glazed goodness to stretch doughnuts end to end for ten miles every day. But we didn’t start big.
In fact, when we opened our first doughnut shop on Seattle’s Capitol Hill in 2002, we didn’t even
have doughnuts. But we’re getting ahead of ourselves.Top Pot started with a sign. In 1996, a few
years after we’d opened a coffee shop called Zeitgeist in Seattle’s Pioneer Square, we found a
giant neon sign from a defunct Chinese restaurant that read “TOPSPOT.” We bought it for $400
and stored it in our mother’s backyard in North Seattle for five years, where it slowly began
succumbing to rust and raccoons.Meanwhile, Zeitgeist boomed. Built with a midcentury German
design aesthetic and a high-end clientele in mind, the shop sold excellent house-roasted coffee
and fancy pastries. There was just one problem: Each Monday, one of our pastry purveyors was
closed, so we never had enough breakfast foods. We started passing by a local doughnut shop
before opening on Mondays, just to have something to fill our pastry case, and noticed that, with
astounding regularity, the doughnuts were the first to go. We might have eaten a few ourselves.In
2000, Michael found a great deal on some used doughnut-making equipment—a kettle fryer, the
depositor used for cake doughnuts, a proofing rack, and a big stainless steel work table—
thinking we might someday learn to make our own. The same year, Zeitgeist moved to a new
location, and we started baking our own quick breads and muffins. We hoped to add doughnuts
to the list of housemade goods, but the equipment didn’t fit in the new space. We squirreled it
away in the shop we’d just leased on Summit Avenue in Capitol Hill that was intended to be
Zeitgeist II, thinking we’d found a temporary solution.Then we hit upon the idea of opening a
doughnut shop, making them by hand rather than depending on the machines the large,
increasingly popular doughnut shops were using. Following the same design philosophy we
captured at Zeitgeist, and before that at another coffee shop called Bauhaus, we decided to
name our new place Top Spot and to front it with the rickety old neon sign. Before becoming
coffee entrepreneurs, we had been general contractors, and between us, we had years of
experience in remodeling, building cabinetry, and designing restaurant spaces. So we built out
the cafe ourselves, pouring the terrazzo floors and building the bookcases—now a signature
trimming at Top Pot’s cafes—one shelf at a time. But the day we drove the sign down Interstate 5
in Michael’s 1966 Ford F-100, there was a rattle and a loud clunk as the “S” fell off the rusty old
sign—and Top Pot Doughnuts was born.When the Summit Avenue store opened, things were a
little hectic. We had the doughnut-frying equipment but no doughnut-making experience. We
knew doughnuts were special; as the last two of eight kids, we would often get to go with our
mother to a doughnut shop in Tacoma called The Golden Oven for twists, as a special treat
when she had time with just the two of us. We felt we could create a doughnut that was more
artisanal and more gourmet than what was out there, hand cutting each batch, and frying and
glazing in small batches rather than relying on conveyor belts and machines to churn out
doughnuts no human hands had touched. We thought, “How hard could it be?”For the first
month, while we sold the same muffins, bagels, and scones we’d had at Zeitgeist, we learned
how to make doughnuts. We made mistakes. But since the beginning, accidents have been a



crucial part of the process and, we believe, of our success. We didn’t want to make the same
doughnuts those other guys made, so we tinkered and played, crafting doughnut after doughnut
by hand until we found versions that fitted our creative personalities—hence our slogan, “Hand-
Forged Doughnuts.” We talked to our customers and realized that even though about 80 percent
of the doughnuts made in the United States were raised (yeast) doughnuts, people wanted more
cake doughnuts. So we made more cake. A month later, without the help of a single doughnut
expert, we had doughnuts we loved.Once we started actually selling them, word about Top Pot
Doughnuts spread quickly. Seattleites poured in from all over the city, packing dozens away for
soccer games, parties, and meetings. The line snaked out the door. In the fall of 2003, we
opened our flagship store on Fifth Avenue, right in downtown Seattle, outfitted with a neon
bucking bronco sign, huge, two-story-tall greenhouse windows, a bakery big enough to produce
doughnuts for multiple stores, and a coffee-roasting room. It immediately became not just a
neighborhood habit for locals, but also an essential stop on Seattle’s tourist routes.One morning
shortly after it opened, Howard Schultz, chairman and CEO of Starbucks, visited the Fifth
Avenue store. He ordered a variety dozen, and apparently loved them. Fast forward to 2005: We
started working with Starbucks to bake doughnuts for their stores—first just in western
Washington, then across the Pacific Northwest, and then across the United States.In the years
that followed, we opened four more doughnut cafes in Seattle’s Wedgwood, Queen Anne,
Bellevue, and Mill Creek neighborhoods. We designed and built each ourselves. At each
location, Top Pot cafes mimic our doughnut style—creatively but simply decorated and totally
self-inspired.Top Pot Doughnuts are now sold in Seattle, in 14,000 Starbucks stores, in Whole
Foods Markets in the Pacific Northwest, and in airports and coffee shops across the United
States. In 2009, we equipped a 1962 Airstream Bambi with racks that hold 100 dozen doughnuts
and joined the mobile food truck mania, hawking doughnuts at events across the city. In 2010,
we signed an exclusive deal with Seattle’s Qwest Stadium, becoming the doughnut provider for
Seattle Seahawks and Seattle Sounders games.With attractive decorations and smart names—
like Pink Feather Boa, Valley Girl Lemon, and Double Trouble, to name just a few favorites—our
doughnuts appeal to people because they’re delicious and a bit nostalgic, and because they pair
exceptionally well with coffee. If you can, come to one of our shops to watch folks pick out their
doughnuts. Conversations stop, and grown-ups peer into the case with the intensity usually
reserved for choosing an engagement ring—even President Obama gawked a little when he
visited in the fall of 2010.Today, Top Pot is the only American doughnut company both small
enough to maintain artisanal, small-batch quality and a vintage mom-and-pop aesthetic and big
enough to produce doughnuts available worldwide.And now you can “hand-forge” them at
home.THE TOP POT BAKERYHidden in an old warehouse on Fifth Avenue, right in downtown
Seattle, Top Pot’s bakery produces more than 75 million doughnuts each year. We put our cake
and old-fashioned doughnut batter in a giant hopper, which our bakers use to deposit forty
doughnuts a minute into baths of hot oil that probably rival the size of your dining room table.
There are no doughnut-flipping machines, as there are at many doughnut companies—each



one is still turned by hand at just the right moment—and each of our yeast-raised doughnuts is
still cut, formed, and glazed by hand. Every baker has his or her own technique: they slide the
frying racks into the oil a certain way, or rotate their wrists to pop the doughnuts out of the
chocolate icing a bit differently, and they all have their personal favorites.But our bakers also all
have two things in common: dedication and speed. The first allows us to trust our employees to
provide each of our customers with a doughnut that meets our stringent standards. (Our bakery
runs around the clock.) The second lets us produce an impressive volume with relatively few
bakers.Unfortunately, we can’t send our bakers or our equipment home with you, which means
that there are a few things that will be different about your homemade doughnuts. For one, they’ll
be smaller than ours, so that at home, in your deep fryer or a simple frying pan, you can cook
more than one at a time. We’ve changed the proofing process for yeast-raised doughnuts to a
home-kitchen-friendly method. We offer icings and glazes that don’t use agar, the natural
stabilizing agent we use to prevent the icings from weeping, because they’re simply easier to
work with. Finally, we’ve narrowed down our ingredients to things you should be able to find in a
large grocery store and a good kitchen supply store. (Just in case, we have provided a list of
resources for everything you’ll need.)Have fun. Our bakers sure do.A DOUGHNUT HISTORY
and PRIMERThe Merriam-Webster dictionary defines a doughnut as “a small, usually ring-
shaped cake fried in fat.” We can’t argue with that, but as is the case with most foods, there’s
more to the story—where the doughnut originated, how it became a comfort food, and why it’s
enjoying such a resurgence today.In Glazed America: A History of the Doughnut, author Paul R.
Mullins says the word doughnut is attributed to Washington Irving, who used “dough nut” to
describe deep-fried balls of sweetened dough, and compared them to similar Dutch treats called
olykoeks.Since almost every culture has some form of sweet fried dough—traces of fried
doughnut-shaped cakes were found in Native American caves, and the Bible clearly refers to the
use of fried cakes as an offering—it’s difficult to pinpoint where the modern doughnut originated.
According to John T. Edge, author of Donuts: An American Passion, some food historians track
the American doughnut trade back to a Dutch New Yorker, who opened a doughnut shop in
Manhattan in 1776, selling olykoeks and coffee in the financial district. Doughnuts started
showing up in cookbooks in the early 19th century and reached their first peak of popularity in
the 1920s. According to Edge, the alternative spelling “donut” was invented when the New York-
based Doughnut Machine Corporation abbreviated the word to make it more pronounceable by
the foreigners they hoped would buy their automated doughnut-making equipment.But although
it’s widely accepted that the modern doughnut originated with the Dutch, just how it became so
popular in America is a subject of some debate. According to one theory, when the Salvation
Army dispatched women to Europe during World War I to comfort and care for the troops there,
the “lassies,” as they were called, made dozens upon dozens of doughnuts. Edge writes:Though
contemporary accounts differ as to how and why, there is no doubt that their decision to fry
donuts would transform fried dough from a vaguely foreign food, loosely associated with the
Dutch, into a symbol of American home and hearth, a gustatory manifestation of the ideals for



which the soldiers fought…When American soldiers got home from World War I, they arrived
with a taste for, among other goods, French wine and filterless cigarettes. But no acquisition
would affect the way Americans ate as would their taste for donuts.Veterans opened doughnut
shops. Doughnuts moved from being a homemade goodie to an almost uniquely store-bought
treat. Doughnut shops became de facto community centers, places where people could go to
gossip, fuel up on coffee, and break up their day.As mass production became the norm across
the food industry and people became increasingly mobile, Americans developed an even
stronger taste for goods produced outside the home. Over the course of the 1950s and ‘60s,
when American car ownership boomed, people started buying doughnuts on the go, at drive-
throughs and gas stations. Doughnut chains expanded, and doughnuts became a quintessential
American icon.Doughnut sales languished in the latter part of the 20th century, but today
America is in the grips of a doughnut renaissance. Spawned by a recession that increased sales
in comforting consumables, such as junk food, beer, and—you guessed it—doughnuts, the
boom has inched its way across the foodie world, too, starting with high-end restaurants, where
doughnuts began appearing in fancier forms on dessert menus a few years ago. Today, designer
doughnut stores are blanketing cities, brides are choosing doughnuts over traditional wedding
cakes, and the eating public is replacing its cupcake craving with a soft spot for boutique
bakeries that take the doughnut concept to the next level, with creative flavors and coffee lounge
atmospheres. And Top Pot’s right out in front.TYPES OF DOUGHNUTSAt Top Pot, we make
three basic types of doughnuts: cake (vanilla, spiced, and chocolate), yeast-raised, and old-
fashioned. Though their ingredients and preparation differ, they’re all quite manageable at home.
Can’t decide where to start? We suggest cake doughnuts with a simple icing, because they
require the least amount of time and attention.Cake DoughnutsMade with cake/soft-wheat flour
to keep them light-textured, and plenty of nutmeg for Top Pot’s signature flavor, these doughnuts
are the best choice for creative decorators. Our version is a bit crispier on the outside than those
you’ll find in big-box doughnut shops. For our devil’s food cake doughnuts, we use Dutch-
processed cocoa for a deep, rich chocolate flavor.Yeast-Raised DoughnutsBread/strong flour
makes our yeast-raised doughnuts pleasantly chewy, and the yeast makes them airy. At Top Pot,
we let our mace-spiked raised doughnut dough rise in a warm, moist proofing oven big enough
to fit a small car. Since you probably don’t have one of those, we’ve devised a foolproof rising
technique that yields rings, bars, and fritters very much like the ones you’ll find in our stores.Old-
Fashioned DoughnutsThe signature split on the top of a rich, tangy old-fashioned doughnut—
our bakers call the ring in the center the doughnut’s “ridge” and the split sections on the outside
its “petals”—shows up because we make them with a bit of extra leavening and sour cream, and
fry them at a lower temperature using a special technique, flipping them twice instead of just
once.A GLOSSARY OF DOUGHNUT INGREDIENTSAlthough many of the ingredients in this
book will be familiar to you, there are some you may not have seen before, such as agar, and
some you may feel compelled to use substitutes for, like cake/soft-wheat flour. Our recipes were
developed with your success at home in mind. We recommend using the appropriate



ingredients. Also, we use the spoon-and-level method to measure all dry ingredients, but
whenever possible, we suggest weighing them.Agar: This is a stabilizing agent, derived from
sea-weed, that is tasteless and colorless. At Top Pot, we use it in all our glazes and icings to
make them set, so our final product is less fragile. However, it does set very quickly, which
means glazes and icings made with agar must be used immediately or reheated before
application. For information on using agar, see “Icing and Glazing Tips”.----Bread/strong flour:
Because yeast-raised doughnuts should have a bit of chew, we use bread/strong flour, which
has a higher protein content—and thus more gluten—than all-purpose/plain flour.Butter:
Although butter is very useful in most baking, we don’t use a lot of it in our doughnut recipes.
However, if you must, use an unsalted butter, because there’s already salt in our recipes.----
Cake/soft-wheat flour: Made from wheat that’s lower in protein, cake/soft-wheat flour results in
an end product that’s more tender than it would be if made with all-purpose/plain flour. If you
can’t find it, make it: For every cup of all-purpose/plain flour used in a recipe, substitute 2 tbsp
cornstarch/cornflour for 2 tbsp of the flour. Always sift cake/soft-wheat flour after measuring.----
Canola oil: We recommend canola oil for frying at home. For more information on frying oils.----
Cocoa powder: Dutch-processed cocoa powder is processed with an alkalizing agent; it has a
stronger flavor that we like for our devil’s food cake doughnuts. Natural cocoa powder will also
work, but the chocolate flavor won’t be as pronounced.----Confectioners’/icing sugar:
Confectioners’/icing sugar, also known as powdered sugar, is often quite clumpy, so it needs to
be sifted before making glazes or icings. Always sift confectioners’/icing sugar after
measuring.Corn/golden syrup: Light corn/golden syrup improves the texture and shine of our
glazes and icings and prevents sugar crystals from forming in the glazes and icings as they
cool.----Gluten-free all-purpose baking flour: Sold in small bags in the baking or gluten-free
aisles of many large supermarkets, gluten-free flour can be used in place of regular wheat flours
when making gluten-free doughnuts.----Mace: Used only in our yeast-raised doughnuts, ground
mace is a spice made from the outer layer of a nutmeg seed, with a slightly different taste. It
gives yeast-raised doughnuts their unique flavor.----Nutmeg: This gives our spice cake
doughnuts their signature flavor. For more spice flavor, substitute freshly grated nutmeg for the
ground kind you find in your grocery store’s baking aisle.----Salt: We use iodized salt, because
its small granules allow for even dispersion.----Shortening/vegetable lard: Since butter contains
water, it can cause doughnuts to split while frying. We find that shortening/vegetable lard, which
has no water in it, works best for us. You can substitute butter, but your final product may not be
quite the same. Look for a product free of trans fats.Sour cream: Use full-fat sour cream for moist
doughnuts.----Sugar: When we refer to sugar in this book, we mean regular white granulated
sugar.----Vanilla extract: Real vanilla extract (as opposed to imitation vanilla) has the best
flavor.----Yeast: We use regular active dry yeast, typically available in small packets or in glass
jars. Yeast can lose its rising power over time, so we recommend buying fresh yeast for each
batch.DOUGHNUT-MAKING TOOLSWe got our start as carpenters, so we’re familiar with the
concept of having the right tool for the right job. However, much of the equipment required for



doughnut making can be improvised. Here’s what you’ll need and what you can skip—and, in
some cases, how you can improvise.Bench scraper: Although a fat metal spatula without slots
will work, a bench scraper, the metal tool many bakers use to cut and form dough, is quite useful
in the doughnut-making process. Use it to lift cake doughnuts off your rolling surface and transfer
them into hot oil, to move yeast-raised doughnuts without scarring them, or to scrape dough off
your cutting surface.----Cutter: A traditional doughnut cutter has two concentric rings, one 23/4
in/7 cm across and one 11/4 in/3 cm in diameter. It’s convenient, because you can punch out a
doughnut and its hole in one motion, but it’s not necessary. You can easily substitute a jam jar, a
pickling jar, or a clean, empty tin can for the outside ring, and a smaller can or plastic bottle cap
for the inside ring. Larger doughnut cutters work, but we find that it’s difficult to fry more than one
doughnut at a time in a home setting with doughnuts that large. Alternatively, you can pick a
doughnut recipe that doesn’t require a cutter—try Maple Bars or Classic Twists.----Deep fryer:
Electric deep fryers maintain an even temperature for you, which makes the frying process much
easier, but they’re not required. for tips on frying in one of the pans you have on hand.----Docker:
A docker looks like a plastic 4-in/10-cm cylinder with plastic spikes on it; the spiky apparatus is
attached to a handle so it rolls like a pizza cutter, leaving behind tons of tiny holes. At Top Pot, we
roll it over the dough to poke holes in our yeast-raised bar, bismark, and bullseye doughs before
the second rise, to prevent bubbles from forming in the dough during frying. You can use one,
but it’s not necessary.----Doughnut pans: With the exception of our Baked Raised Doughnuts, a
doughnut pan is completely unnecessary—and even with those, it’s not crucial. Skip this
gadget.----Mesh strainer: At Top Pot, we proof and fry our yeast-raised doughnuts on large racks
that can be completely submersed in the oil, which makes removing them easier—but chances
are you don’t have a similar set-up. Because they’re more fragile, a large, round mesh strainer,
such as the type found in many Asian markets, makes removing yeast-raised doughnuts (as well
as any doughnut holes) a cinch. A large slotted spoon will also work.----Rolling pin: We use a
classic rolling pin for rolling out dough, but an empty bottle of wine wrapped in plastic wrap/cling
film also works nicely.----Stand mixer: We use a stand mixer—an electric mixer fitted with a large
bowl that comes with a paddle attachment for mixing and a dough hook for kneading—for all our
recipes. You can use a handheld electric mixer instead: For yeast-raised doughnuts, mix on
medium speed with a handheld electric mixer until the dough becomes too firm to mix, then
knead in the rest of the flour by hand and proceed as directed. For cake and old-fashioned
doughnuts, mix the dough on medium-low speed, taking care not to mix past the point at which
all of the flour has been incorporated—you don’t want to overwork the dough—then refrigerate
and proceed as directed. All glazes and icings can be whisked together by hand.----
Thermometer: Because a difference of a few degrees in temperature can drastically affect the
results when frying doughnuts, you’ll need a deep-frying or candy thermometer (it’s best to have
one that clips to the side of your pot) that goes up to at least 400°F/200°C. Don’t skip this. For
more information on frying.----Tongs: It’s easiest to flip cake doughnuts with a pair of thin metal
tongs, but you can use wooden (not plastic) chopsticks or the wrong end of two long metal



spoons as well.TOP POT BAKERS’ TIPSHang around the bakery at our Fifth Avenue store for
more than a few minutes, and you’ll walk away with an education—every move is calculated and
time-tested. And while each baker follows his or her own techniques when it comes to things like
flipping doughnuts or stirring icing, there are a few hard-and-fast rules that we watch every baker
follow, which should also be heeded at home. Use the following tips for great homemade
doughnuts.Measure CorrectlyTo measure dry ingredients, such as flour and confectioners’/icing
sugar, use the “spoon and level” method: first spoon the ingredient into the measuring cup, then
level it with the back of a knife. Always sift ingredients after measuring.----Roll Out the Dough
EvenlyWhen you roll out dough, do measure it with a ruler—1/2 in/12 mm may be thicker or
thinner than you think. For simplicity, you can mark a toothpick or wooden skewer at the
thickness you need, and poke it into the dough to judge its depth as you roll it out.Cut Doughnuts
Without a MessWhen you cut out doughnuts, flour the cutter itself, especially for sticky cake
doughnut dough. To get the doughnut out of the cutter, tap the side of the cutter against the palm
of your hand.----Proof Yeast-Raised DoughOur oven-proofing method for yeast doughs adds
warmth and moisture to the air around the dough. You can also let the dough rise in a warm
place, leaving it covered for both rises instead of just the first rise, but it may take a bit longer. If
you have a proofing box, use that instead of our method, letting the dough rise for about 45
minutes each time on the low setting.----Don’t Always Double RecipesCake doughnut, old-
fashioned doughnut, glaze, and icing recipes may be doubled, but yeast-raised recipes must be
made in single batches, or the dough will climb out of the mixer during kneading.----Transport
Doughnuts GentlyAlthough all doughnuts are best fresh, we realize that you may have to take
them somewhere—and you might not have the same doughnut boxes we do. If you don’t have a
large, sealable container, line a shoebox or square-bottomed shopping bag with the top and
handles cut off with waxed/greaseproof paper and stack the doughnuts inside (once the glaze or
icing has dried completely), on their bottoms or sides.FRYING DOUGHNUTSMention deep-
frying anything at home, and many cooks panic. Hot oil requires care, of course, but doughnuts
are simpler to make than you might think. If you have a deep fryer, consult the manufacturer’s
directions before beginning. Use fresh oil that comes up to the recommended level, usually
about 3 in/7.5 cm above the frying basket. If you don’t have one, don’t worry— you can do it in a
large, heavy-bottomed pan at home, using the following tips. Note that thermometers and stove
settings vary; the times listed here are approximations.Finding the Right OilAt Top Pot, we fry in
saturated fat-free palm oil, which starts as a solid. It gives a great flavor, and its solid state
makes it easy to transport. But since it’s not readily available for home use, we recommend
frying in canola or vegetable oil, because it has a neutral flavor and because it can handle the
temperatures used for doughnut frying.If you have some on hand, peanut/groundnut oil,
safflower oil, and corn oil are also suitable for frying doughnuts, but may leave a slight taste.
Coconut oil, hemp oil, olive oil, sesame oil, and lard will smoke at the temperatures called for in
this book and should not be used.----Preparing Your Frying SpaceIt’s true: Frying can be messy.
But a few quick steps can make clean up a snap. Line the area around your frying pan with



aluminum foil, and drain doughnuts on a cooling rack set over paper towels/absorbent paper, on
top of the foil. Set all utensils on foil when they’re not in use during frying.----Choosing a
VesselSince doughnuts are less likely to break if they have plenty of room to be turned over, fry
them in something you can fill with oil to a depth of at least 2 in/5 cm, with at least another 2 in/5
cm of room left at the top, so there’s no risk that the oil will splash over the sides. However, using
oil deeper than 4 in/10 cm will cause the doughnuts to take too long to float to the surface, and
they may burn. Using a pot or pan with a smaller diameter will mean using less oil (and it will
heat up more quickly), but it’s often more difficult to turn the doughnuts when they’re enclosed in
a small space. In any case, choose a heavy-bottomed pot, so the oil heats evenly. See the chart
in the next section for oil quantities.Heating the Oil
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Teresa, “Fabulous Doughnuts. I have had the pleasure of visiting the Top Pot Doughnut shop in
Seattle and the doughnuts were delicious.I have tried various internet recipes for making donuts
which all have yielded an heavy dense product nothing like what you get in a doughnut shop.So I
gave this book a shot.I made the triple coconut cake doughnut. It was divine. They were a little
difficult to handle due to such a wet sticky dough but I have to say they were the epitome of what
a cake donut should be and were far better than 90% of the doughnut shops I've been to.The
directions though technical, are easy to follow but I will say that some degree of baking
experience is really needed.I would suggest a person watch some doughnut making videos on
you tube to get a grasp of the process.I do agree with others that the print could be
better....larger and/or darker.I will post a photograph of the finished product.Thank you Top Pot
for sharing your recipesUpdate 6/11/13-I have now made the raised donuts, apple fritters and
blackberry fritters. I made 6 round donuts with part of the raised dough and then used the
scraps for the fritters which worked out perfectly. The less you handle the dough, the better your
product will be and it's very difficult to get a good donut from the scraps. They were fabulous.I
did not use agar for the glaze but you really do not need it. I also made the coconut cake donuts
again only this time I rolled the dough in a rectangle and cut it in 1 inch by 5 inch pieces and
made donut sticks. I chilled them again before frying because they are much easier to handle.
YUM!!”

Aaron B, “Started with the cake doughnut and boy was it a delicious mess. I've made doughnuts
at home a few times and its fun. I've been using a basic recipe for cake doughnuts from an old
Fannie Farmer cookbook. Easy and tasty. I've also done yeasted doughnuts a few times from an
Alton Brown recipe. again, easy and satisfying.But I wanted to go beyond the basics so I picked
up this doughnut book. The recipes look great. They appear to be excellent examples of
standard doughnut types, which is exactly what I was looking for.Figuring it would be a simple
morning project, I made the very first recipe, the spiced cake doughnut. First, the good part. The
end result was very tasty with crunchy exterior and soft crumb.But I had some problems. As the
book, and others, have noted, this is a very soft, sticky dough. Extremely difficult to work with,
and I did chill it first. Its probably the wet dough that results in the wonderful texture in the
finished doughnut. The Fannie Farmer recipe I had been using much easier to handle, but
creates not a dry, but a sturdier doughnut. I managed to get the doughnuts cut and the holes out,
but the dough just fell apart once I picked it up to put it in the oil. I ended up with a bunch of
misshapen pieces of fried dough. Towards the end I did get one reasonable looking doughnut. I
read another reviewer carefully transported the uncooked doughnuts with a spatula and I might
try that. I think this dough can work but it must take a lot of practice. Fine for the doughnut shop
but a lot of trouble for the home cook.I like to bake and have struggled with wet doughs before. It
can be frustrating for anyone and for the casual home cook I worry this recipe will cause tears.



Next time I make these doughnuts I'm going to try cutting back on the milk a bit. Perhaps 1/4 cup
less. I figure I'll be losing a bit on texture for the sake of getting doughnuts made without so much
cursing.Something else that struck me was the recipe yield. It said 12 doughnuts but I only got 6.
So I checked my doughnut cutter. Mine is 3.5 inches. It is the Ateco model that is a best seller on
amazon. It makes cake doughnuts the same size I've ever seem from any doughnut shop.But the
recipe says to use a 2.75 inch cutter. Earlier, the book says "A traditional doughnut cutter has
two concentric rings, one 2 3/4 in/7 cm across and one 1 1/4 in/3 cm in diameter." They are in
the doughnut business, not me. And I'll try it with the smaller cutter. and get more doughnuts. But
isn't a 2.75" cutter going to make a really small doughnut? and where do I get a 2.75 inch cutter.
On amazon I see 2.5 inch cutters. If I search for 2.75 inch all I find are flimsy type doughnut
cutter with the removable center hole.After cutting these doughnuts I swore I would throw the
book away. But after I tasted the cooked doughnuts I decided I should persevere. I hope to make
more doughnuts from the book and I will try to post updates here.”

D. Briscoe, “Ok doughnut book. The book is written clearly and is easy to understand. It does
not use a lot of exotic ingredients either. Bonus.I downloaded the electronic version of the book.
The layout is normal for an ebook. The table of contents links to the techniques and recipes.
You can bookmark and make notes and highlights.I was after a very particular sort of recipe
because I appear to have lost my own recipe. While I did not find what I was searching for, these
recipes I am sure will more than satisfy any doughnut lovers. If you are careful about following
directions your final product will be pretty much like what you might find at your local doughnut
shop. They include recipes for glazes and fillings as well. The flavor and texture never
disappoint.Husband loved the plain ones, I enjoyed the fresh blueberry ones, and my youngest
son was in it for the chocolate doughnuts. I did cheat and use half the batter one day and the
rest the next day. Didn't seem to affect the quality at all.I can not imagine anyone being truly
disappointed unless they miss something in the recipe. For best results, use an electronic scale
for measuring the ingredients. And do not be tempted to add a lot of flour because it is sticky.
The result will be heavy, dense doughnuts.Enjoy!”

Rebecca Claire Saunders, “The Top of the Pot. If you like doughnuts and are comfortable with
baking then frying is your next step up. Even Krispy Kreme strait off the belt can't beat doughnuts
from your own kitchen! There are so many delicious flavors in this book and when you've had
experience with the recipes you can switch up the dough with different frostings and glazes.
Think Pumpkin Old-Fashioned Doughnuts with carmel icing.I've tried five recipes since
purchasing the book: Maple Bars, Blueberry Cake, Triple Coconut Cake, French Toast Old-
Fashioned(my favorite it was gorgeous), and Pumpkin Old-Fashioned. The only problem I have
encountered is that the Maple icing for the Maple Bars had a funny fake taste due to the maple
extract. If I used a high quality extract it would have made a difference but I used what I had on
hand. I have not had any problems with the dough sticking, just use plenty of flour. All the



doughnuts recipes can be made ahead of time. Make your cake or old-fashioned dough the day
before and fire up the oil in the morning. Shape your yeast doughnut the night before and give it
a last rise before frying.A great recipes is the doughnut bread pudding. It is just THAT good. I
have made it with cake and old-fashioned doughnuts and have had scrumptious results. No
need to just use yeast based doughnuts.All in all I would happily recommend this book if you like
baking and are comfortable with using an oil thermometer. I have a deep fryer but I find I have so
much more control using the dutch oven and the thermometer, which I think is essential.Some
European cooks may have a hard time finding things like cake flour(which you can make with
plain flour and corn flour mixed together. Google it), canned pumpkin, or maple extract but that
shouldn't hold you back. You should be able to find them online.I am looking forward to trying my
hand at fritters next!”

Adam Howes, “Excellent book!. Have bought a number of different doughnut making books
recently and this is the one I have enjoyed reading and using the most. It gives clear instructions
and handy hints that allow you to start with a master recipe and build on that.”

Mayte, “En inglés. Si te gustan los donuts tienes que comprarlo. Si salen. Lo compraré de nuevo
para regalar. Está en inglés.”

The book by Mark Klebeck has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 305 people have provided feedback.
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